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“[A] fast-moving, roller-coaster thriller” 
—Booklist on Conspiracy of Silence

•  “Kendig keeps the tensions high and the pace lightning fast, with military 
action scenes worthy of Vince Flynn.”—Publishers Weekly on Conspiracy  
of Silence

• Kendig’s newest novel starts with a bang and never lets up

Six months after stopping a deadly plague, Cole “Tox” Russell and his team are enjoying 
a little rest. That peace is short-lived when a sniper shot hits Tox. The enemy is  
discovered to be one of their own, a rogue Special Forces team operator.

Alec King is perhaps the only person as skilled as Tox, and he’s out for justice. Furious 
with orders that got his men killed, he intends to make those responsible pay. And he 
insists Tox join him, believing they are the same breed of soldier.

Afraid his old friend is right, Tox battles a growing darkness within himself as he and his 
team engage in another deadly encounter with antiquity. It appears Alec is cheating—
he’s using a mysterious artifact, a crown that history has linked to some of the worst 
slaughters in humanity. Racing to stop Alec before his vengeance is unleashed, Tox must 
fight the monster without becoming one.

“In this action-packed page-turner, readers will be taken around the 
globe in another heart-stopping race against time to stop a madman.  
Tox is an exceptional hero, and his teammates are strong supporting 

characters. . . . Fans of Dan Brown need to give this series a try as there 
are interesting historical and biblical elements amongst the mystery.  

It’s clear that an impressive amount of research has gone into this series. 
Highly recommended.”

—RT Book Reviews TTT TTTT

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Ronie Kendig is an award-winning, bestselling author who grew up an Army 
brat. She’s penned more than a dozen novels, including Conspiracy of Silence, The 
Quiet Professionals series, and the A Breed Apart series. She and her hunky 
hero hubby have a fun, crazy life with their children and a retired military working 
dog in Northern Virginia. Visit her online at roniekendig.com.
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